What to Bring on a Pangaea Adventure!
Any Mothership, Charter boat or Lodge based tour

Important Note: Avoid Cotton when ever possible
Pangaea Adventures strongly advises following this clothing list closely. We believe in the layering system
and attempt to keep the packing light weight, warm, and safe! Cotton does not insulate well when wet! If
you find you need to purchase any of these items, remember they are all items you will be thankful you had
both on this adventure as well as on your next adventure. Valdez has a sports shop to purchase these
items, and the prices are usually comparable to the lower 48 states.
The charter boat has very limited storage space. Please avoid hard or framed suitcases. A soft duffle bag
is best for packing. Please avoid over packing. You may bring 1 set of cloths for paddling and hiking
which should be non-cotton and another set for relaxing on board the boat, which may be cotton.
_ 2 T-Shirts (polypro if possible)
_ 1 pair of shorts (quickdry)
_ 2 pairs of pants (1 comfortable nylon or Polyester and 1 fleece or polyester)
_ 1-2 Pairs of long underwear, Polyester (no cotton)
_ 1-2 Light weight Polyester (synthetic) shirt
_ 1 Medium weight Polyester shirt
_ 1 Fleece/Pile Jacket
_ 1 Rain Jacket 100% waterproof, hooded (Coated nylon is best. Old Gortex does not work for rainy days)
_ 1 Pair of rain pants 100% water proof with tapped seems(Coated nylon is best)
_ 3-6 Pairs of Wool or Polyester/Nylon socks. (No Cotton)
_ 1 Wool or Polyester hat ( should cover ears and not just a baseball cap)
_ 1 Pair of thin Polyester gloves or wool gloves
_ 1 Pair of comfortable hiking shoes or sneakers
_ Wide mouth water bottle
_ Toiletries including personal medications
_ Sun Glasses
_ Sun Screen & Lip protection
_ Mosquito head net
Optional items:
_ Camera, Video Camera and extra film
_ Binoculars
_ Small flashlight (Headlamp) for tours after second week in July
_ Book and writing materials
_ Swim Suit (It is common for many guests to join for a swim on nice days!)
Bring extra clothes for before and after the tour. You are welcome to bring any kind of comfortable
clothing you wish. Temperatures in town can range from the mid forties to upper eighties. We will keep all
extra items in town while out on charter.
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